ALTA™ Guest Seating

Glides of non-skid rubber are ideal
on tile, wood and other hard floor
surfaces.

Café stools bring the form and
function of Alta Standard Chairs
to even greater (29½" seat) heights.

Alta Standard Chairs & Stools
Seek greater heights with Alta Guest
Seating. The Alta Standard Chair
blends brains and beauty by offering
sensible features like a field-replaceable
seat and back, a kickback leg design
for enhanced stability, and a
polypropylene back shroud. These
features don’t just make your new
furniture more durable; they keep
it looking new year after year.
In addition to armless and armchair
options, Alta Standard is available
with three base options: a 4-leg base
with kickback legs allows it to be
stacked 4 high on the floor or 10
high on a optional dolly, a 4-leg base

with Wall Saver legs that are angled
to keep the entire back of the chair
a safe distance from the wall behind
it, and a sled base for a more
contemporary look.
The Alta family also offers two
styles of ganging hardware, which
allow you to maintain neat rows of
seating in meeting or presentation
arrangements regardless of the leg
or arm options you select. The
4-Leg Alta Standard Chair can also
be reimagined as a Café Stool with
a 29½" seat height with or without
arms.

Steel wire seat and arm gangers
allow chairs to be securely and
discretely attached.

The Alta dolly holds up to 10 Standard
or Basic Chairs making them even
easier to transport and reconfigure.

ALTA™ Guest Seating

The flip-top tablet arm moves out
of the way to maximize user space
when entering or exiting the chair.

Steel glides are perfect for carpeted
floors where they move smoothly
without snagging.

Alta Basic, Alta XL & Tablet Arms
A variety of standard-height Alta
models means that, regardless of
your needs, you will never have
to settle for less.
Alta Basic uses a curated option
menu to bring the versatility and
durability of the Alta Standard Chair
to more budget-conscious users.
Despite its elegant curved arm and
front leg, Alta Basic is built to last. It
uses the same 13-gauge steel frame
members and 9-ply seat board as the
Alta Standard Chair, and can also be
stacked up to 4 high on the floor or
10 high on a dolly.
The Alta Tablet Arm Chair is a simple
all-in-one solution for classrooms and

training rooms. It adds a flip-up tablet
arm to the Alta Standard frame,
creating a 20⅝" x 12" writing surface
that is there when you need it and
flips out of the way when you don’t.
The tablet arm is welded to the frame
so that it is every bit as permanent
and durable as the rest of the chair.
Alta XL doubles down on Alta’s
strengths, making every guest feel
welcome with an expansive 30" x 20"
seat, which is accompanied by a
thicker frame and seat board. A
continuous-use rating also gives
Alta XL a place in healthcare settings
and other environments that see
guests 'round the clock.

A Wall Saver leg option helps prevent
marring the walls by keeping backs
a safe distance from them.

The poly back shroud complements
every fabric and provides exceptional
durability against scuffs and scrapes.
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